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Shaping

The keys to a good
pre-processing yield

Quality raw material
Good pre-processing starts

with high-quality raw ma-
terial, which results in high-

quality float glass. Glass should be stored in a dry
place, as it produces mildew in humid conditions.

The annealing level of the float is also important,
as it is much easier to carry out chipless cutting
on a tension-free glass. The annealing level also
affects the cutting parameters, such as the cutting
wheel angle and pressure. And of course, float
glass must be handled with care to avoid
scratches and other defects.

Toivo Janhunen M.Sc. (M.Eng.)*
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Glass processing all the way from silicon oxide to automotive
glazing is a complex procedure as many factors affect the

end product quality. Although some of these may be outside
the scope of an ordinary automotive glass manufacturer

(even an OEM), shaping the glass is not. Cutting,
edge-breaking and grinding are all part of the shaping

process, and these are quite familiar functions
of every processing plant. Here, the author explores in

depth the key factors in automatic pre-processing.
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Accurate cutting
Cutting is executed by a carbide

wheel. The cutting wheel is pressed
against the glass surface with
controlled pressure, and the wheel
rolls along the glass causing a fissure
on the surface. In shape cutting the
cutting wheel diameter is typically 5
to 6 mm. A sharp blunt-angle edge
makes the fissure in the glass.

When cutting glass 1.5 to 3 mm
thick, a wheel with an angle of 140°
and a cutting pressure of 1,000 g is
normally used. When cutting 2.8 to
4.2 mm thick glass, the wheel angle is
145° and pressure is 1,500 g, while
with glasses of 4 to 6 mm in thickness the
wheel angle is 152° and pressure 2,000 g. This
is just a rough estimate, however; there are
actually many factors to consider. For example,
if straight lines are cut, the speeds used may
rise up to 200 metres per minute (in shape
cutting up to 60 metres per minute). Higher
speed cutting requires less cutting pressure and
sometimes a cutting wheel with a bigger radius.
If the cutting wheel used has a blunt angle, the
cutting pressure has to be increased, while if the
glass composition is soft, the cutting pressure
can be reduced. These are the main parameters
of the cutting wheel. However, the cutting
wheel surface quality and vertical position
accuracy also affect cutting. Only cutting
wheels with a minimum width of 2.4 mm are
recommendable, as the axis hole on the wheel
easily allows the latter to bend away from the
vertical position. Cutting quality also
significantly affects the risk of edge breaking,
and quite often, when we are looking for the
reason for the breaking, the actual problem
arises from the cutting itself.

Generally, the faster the cutting can be
performed, the better the fissure (with a few
exceptions). It is therefore desirable to cut with
fast speed. The problem is, however, that
accuracy control becomes more difficult with
higher speeds. Therefore, it is not advisable to
cut irregular shapes like side windows or

windscreens faster than 60 metres per
minute maximum, and corners should
always be cut at low speed.

Break-out
The break-out is then made on the

fissure. If there is a time gap between
breaking and cutting, the fissure tends
to “heal”, or shrink, thereafter making
break-out more difficult. To prevent
this phenomenon, we use cutting
fluids which penetrate into the fissure
and keep glass molecules apart from
each other until the break-out. Cutting
fluid also stabilizes the surface
compression caused by the wheel

during cutting, which gives longer lifetime for
the cutting wheel and steadier cutting fissure in
the glass.

Cutting fluid can be a mixture of kerosene
and motor oil, though it is preferable to use a
purpose-built fluid composition, which is also
ecological and easier to wash out. Some coated
glasses need special evaporating fluids to
protect the coating.

Cutting accuracy requirements vary de-
pending on the type of further processing. In
windscreen (WS) production, the end product
edge tolerance is larger than that of side
window (SW) production. The final shape is
produced in cutting, while in SW production
the final shape is made in grinding. Normal WS
requirements for machinery accuracy and
repeatability are 0.3 mm accuracy with
Cpk=1.33 and 0.15 mm with Cpk=1.33 (when
Cpk is undefined, these correspond to an
accuracy of 0.2 mm and repeatability of 0.1
mm).

With C-edge grinding (SW production), the
cutting does not define the shape of the ready
finished glass, but accuracy has a dramatic
effect on the amount of material to be removed
in grinding. If the cutting accuracy is 100 per
cent and edge-breaking and positioning are
perfect, the cross section area of the material to
be ground is 1.5 mm2 minimum. With normal
process parameters (average additional grinding
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of 0.4 mm), the area is 3.5 mm2. Every
additional inaccuracy of 0.1 mm in the system
adds 0.5 mm2 of material to be removed (14 per
cent).

Proper edge-breaking
After the fissure has been made by the

cutting wheel, its depth is about 20 per cent of
the glass thickness. First (before breaking the
edge), the fissure has to be opened all the way
through the glass to the bottom. The opening
can be made by bending the glass a little, or by
warming up the upper surface of the glass
(thermal bending). Openings must be made at
least in corner areas, though for straight edges
this may be unnecessary.

After the edge has been bent open, the edge
and the centre are separate pieces, but they stay
tightly together and cannot be separated
without damaging the glass (causing chips).
They can be separated only by making a relief
cut into the edge zone, and by breaking the
edge first. Normally the relief cuts are made in
at least two corners of the glass. If the thermal
edge-breaking method is used, the relief cuts
make breaking a lot easier, but they are not a
prerequisite. It should also be noted that when
glass thickness doubles, the required breaking
force increases four times.

Often we hear claims about improper edge-
breaking, although the real problem stems from
cutting. When seen from the edge of the glass,
the teeth marks left by the cutting wheel have
to be about 10 to 15 per cent of the glass
thickness. The cutting wheel should not leave
behind any flaky or chalky lines. If it does, the
cutting pressure may be too high or the cutting
wheel angle too sharp. The most common
problem in breaking, when the glass breaks by
itself, is caused by shock waves through the
glass surface, which are strongest in the
opposite corner areas. Sometimes the energy of
these shock waves causes chipping of the glass
edge in corner areas, especially in thermal
breaking.

Glass thickness makes the main difference on
the requirements for breaking. If cutting is
acceptable, thin windscreen glasses (1.5 to 3
mm) are quite easy to break whichever method
is used (thermal/mechanical/manual). However,
the thicker the glass, the greater the demands are
on breaking, putting the proficiency of machine
suppliers to the test.

Method
The procedure for thermal edge-breaking is

as follows: first the fissure is opened by heating
the upper surface of the glass. The heat
expansion of the glass causes the fissure to
open. The fissure should open for as long a
stretch as possible, at least in all corners. Then,
more heat is applied to the glass (to the residue
edge or to the relief cuts) to make the edges
break out. The breaking should be secured by
mechanical breaking fingers. The heat to open
the fissure can be generated by low energy
burners, by hot air, or by increasing the
distance between glass and burners to start
with. The edge should not drop yet at this stage.
If it does, there are probably chips on the glass.
The actual breaking of the glass is executed
after opening the fissures. Shock impulse of
heat is directed onto the edge until the glass is
broken. Automated thermal edge-breaking
gives a very good quality when there are no
malfunctions. The process is, however, difficult

Fig. 3
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to automatize in such a way that operator skills
and experience are not needed (the process is
normally sensitive to operating conditions
such as temperature and gas pressure). Thin
glasses (1.5 to 3 mm) are easier to handle than
thicker glasses (3 to 6 mm).

The method for mechanical edge-breaking
is performed as follows: the breaking finger or
breaking roll (or fixed fingers) goes around the
glass and performs the breaking operations.
Often there is a shaped support plate under the
glass. A robot could be programmed to break
the glass, by copying the movements of a
human being in a manual procedure. The
edge-breaking quality of mechanical
automated breaking is steadier, while it is also
easier to sustain the same quality from hour to
hour than with thermal or manual edge-
breaking. Relief cuts are essential, and it is
better if they are made after the opening of
corners. Mechanical breaking, with a roll
going around the glass, is only possible with
glass thinner than 3 mm. Press fingers without
a template also encounter problems with thick
glass. In fact there are not many mechanical
breaking methods for side window and rear
window thicknesses.

Whichever method is used for breaking, a
sufficient zone of edge residue is needed.
Suitable edge zone is 3 to 5 times the glass
thickness (i.e. 9 to 15 mm for 3 mm glass and
15 to 25 mm for 5 mm glass). If the edge zone
increases too much, the edge-breaking becomes
more difficult. Separate programming is also
normally needed for different edge zone widths.

Quality grinding
After breaking, the glass is in the correct

shape, even though the edges are very sharp
and brittle. Grinding the edge makes the glass
stronger. Sufficient strength for most purposes
is achieved by seaming (i.e. grinding away the
sharp edges from the glass). After seaming, an
untouched, shiny area remains in the middle of
the glass. Mainly for visual reasons C-edge
grinding is used for side windows. In C-edge
grinding, shiny or bright areas on the edge are

not allowed. Requirements for ground surface
roughness vary a little, but the basic rules call
for a sand belt roughness of P100 and a
diamond wheel roughness of D107.

Sandbelt grinding is not very common
practice anymore. The resulting quality is
affected by the grinding belt angle, belt tension,
and the normal force used. The abrasive
particles move perpendicular to the glass edge,
which results in more grooves in that direction.
This is the main reason for the poor strength of
sandbelt ground edge.

Diamond wheel seaming has replaced
sandbelt grinding. The diamond wheel is
typically 125 to 250 mm in diameter, the most
common size being 178 mm. In windshield
seaming typical wheel parameters are C50 and
D91. Other grinding parameters are discussed
below.

Fig. 4
Score quality
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C-edge grinding
Diamond wheel C-edge grinding is normally

used for tempered glass. Seaming-ground glass
can be tempered, but the additional cost of C-
edge grinding is acceptable, due to the higher
yield of the tempering process and the visual
improvement achieved. The diamond wheel
size is typically 125 to 250 mm, the most
common being 178 mm. Typical wheel
parameters are C100 and D107.

C-edge grinding also defines the final shape
of the glass. There are therefore strict demands
on both glass positioning accuracy and grinding
tool motion control accuracy (unlike seaming,
where the grinding tool is spring-loaded against
the glass).

In C-edge grinding, the material to be
removed is normally 5 to 8 times the amount in
seaming. This results in much higher demands
on cooling and cooling water treatments
(cleaning of cooling water). Figures 5 and 6
show both grinding cross-sections, which
illustrate the difference in the amount of
material to be removed.

Diamond crystal size and composition
Grid size means the size of the diamond

crystals in the grinding wheel. It is specified by
a so-called D-value. A small D-value means
small diamond crystals. Seaming wheels
normally have values between D64-D91. C-
edge wheels have values between D76-D107
(values up to D181 might be used for profiling
glass, but the finished edge of side windows
should not be coarser than D107).

Concentration (mesh) expresses the volume
of diamonds in the abrasive. Value C100
means there are 4.4 Carats per cm3 (and C50
means respectively 2.2 Ct/cm3). Typically,
grinding wheels have a concentration of C40 to
C100. Another way to express concentration
and C-values is that C100 equals 25 per cent of
the abrasive volume (C400=17.6 Ct/cm3= 100
per cent of the volume).

Diamond crystals are embedded in a
metallic conglomeration (bond). Typical bonds
are bronze alloys. Bond, concentration and
grid size are very much dependent on each
other. If the grid size is high, then bond should

be hard. Edge quality is poor, but the grinding
wheels last longer. If concentration is high (i.e.
there are a lot of diamonds), then the grid is
normally lower. Higher concentration means
that one diamond crystal cuts less glass, and the
finished edge is smoother.

If the bond is hard, the wheel is more wear
resistant. However if the bond is too hard, then
the grinding force increases, and the
temperature rises. The diamond crystals change
to graphite at 700°C. The grinding wheels are
“opened” periodically, for example after every
100 pieces of glass. This means that new
diamond crystals are brought in up front, the
extra bond is removed, and glass residue stuck
on the wheels is removed. The wheels are
“opened” by pushing a ceramic bar against
them for a few seconds.

Typical grinding speed is 8 to 20 metres per
minute for diamond seaming and 5 to 15 metres
per minute for C-edge grinding. Higher speeds
place more demands on the cooling system.
The normal force of the grinding wheel against
the glass depends mostly on diamond crystal
size (D). Small crystals need more pressure as
well as cooling. If concentration (C) is high,
then the normal force is also increased.

Fig. 5
C-edge

cross-section
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Duration and cost of wheels
The normal lifetime of a seaming wheel is

about 20 to 100 km/wheel (with redressing after
every 10 to 20 km). If the average sheet
perimeter is 4 metres, this means redressing
after every 2,500 to 5,000 sheets. With C-edge
grinding the lifetime of a grinding wheel is
normally about 10 to 40 km/wheel (with
redressing after every 4 to 10 km). The
purchase price of a grinding wheel is US$ 400
to US$ 1,000 and re-profiling costs US$ 300 to
US$ 400. However, the cheapest grinding
wheels cannot be re-profiled. In most cases, the
cheapest grinding wheel in the long run is one
with the possibility for re-profiling. Re-
profiling is done by means of EDM (electro-
discharge machining). The grinding wheel cost
is between 3 to 10 cents per sheet.

Coolants
The grinding generates heat which must be

absorbed. Furthermore, the glass powder has to
be removed. This is done by spraying water or
coolant against both the wheel and glass. Water
has several disadvantages compared to coolants
and is not normally used alone. It has a high
surface tension and does not penetrate either
between the diamond crystals or the coolants.
Water also speeds up rusting. The glass powder
does not settle down rapidly in water, and when
it does, the glass cake is very hard. The pH of
water mixed with alkaline glass dust rises fast
and becomes irritating to the skin. The

advantages of water are that it is cheap and
easier to dispose of. Water, too, has to be
treated before disposal, but some coolants are
more hazardous waste disposal materials. Some
of the advantages of a coolant are that it can
keep ferrous materials from rusting, lower the
surface tension, fasten the settling time of glass
particles, extend the lifetime of the grinding
wheel and make washing of the glass easier.
The glass powder has to be separated from the
cooling liquid. This can be done by a chemical
process. The “flocculants” make glass particles
stick together. These bigger particles are easier
to separate from water. Another, and possibly
better solution, is to use centrifugal separators
to clean the water.

Summary
The topics covered in this article are of

special importance to Automatic Pre-
processing Systems (APS-systems), where
cutting, breaking, grinding and glass
transportation are functions of a flexible
manufacturing system. When all these
functions are controlled by machine auto-
mation, the need for top quality processing
becomes obvious. This is achieved by linking
together dozens of small factors, such as cutting
wheel pressure control, breaking finger
construction and grinding wheel bond
composition. Good, appropriate pre-processing
makes bending, tempering and post-processing
of glass a lot easier and more successful and
reduces production costs.

*Project Manager,
Research & Development
Tamglass Engineering Ltd. - Finland
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